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Dear Curro Aurora parents and learners

“Excellence is not a destination; it is a continuous journey that never ends” Mark Twain
“You can’t cross the sea merely by standing and staring at the water.” Chinese proverb

As we reach the end of Term 3, I would like to thank every learner, staff member and parent for
the manner in which they have embraced and adjusted to the changes we were forced to make
after the COVID19 lock down was announced in late March 2020. Without a collaborative approach and effort, the successful implementation of the systems and procedure, designed to
keep us safe, would not have been possible. We believe that we have done, and will continue
to do, our very best to minimize the risks of COVID-19 transmission, and we will reasonably expect all members of our community to do the same as we head on into Term 4.

As a school we remain sensitive to the needs of our community and we will continue to be in
regular communication with all stakeholders as we move into the last term of 2020. The conditions of living with a pandemic have placed a burden on many, if not all persons, and educational institutions are no exception. In seeking to ensure the safety of learners and staff, we note
again that we will continue to monitor directives from health and government officials while we
gradually open our schools to welcome back more learners on a full-time basis. We hope to
have all our learners back at school full time by mid-October while hybrid teaching will still be
available for learners with comorbidities.
Soon after the start of Term 4 the Grade 12 learners will start writing their final NSC examinations. This is an important time for all matriculants, and I would like to underline the importance
of using every possible opportunity to prepare for the upcoming exams. This has indeed been
a difficult year for Grade 12 learners who were looking forward to their final year at school. For
many Grade 12 learners the final year of high school is a memorable time that was rudely inter-

rupted by COVID19.

The manner in which they adjusted to the COVID reality is however commendable!

I would therefore like to congratulate our Grade 12’s with the remarkable manner in which they
managed to focus on the task at hand while not being able to interact and engage normally for
almost five months. We wish you all the best for the two months ahead!
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Well done to all the Curro Aurora learners who grabbed the opportunities that presented

itself during lockdown and who excelled in a wide variety of activities whether sport, culture
or community service. Curro Create, the Curro Minecraft Challenge and our fantastic Mandela Day initiative comes to mind. These achievements are highlighted and celebrated in
the school specific sections of the Term 3 CAB.

Thank you to the remarkable Curro Aurora teachers for going the extra mile to ensure our
learners stay on track. Thanks to you all our learners will have the opportunity to complete
the 2020 academic year successfully. Your passion and love for our school, and every
learner we work with, continue to inspire and change lives!
Our thoughts and prayers go out to the two Curro Aurora staff families who lost loved ones
during Term 3 – we remain sorry for your loss. May you continue to find peace in His presence.

To every learner, staff member and parent – please enjoy the term-end break and use the
time to re-connect with family and friends

JC Engelbrecht

Executive Head
Curro Aurora
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FROM MR.
MAREE’S
DESK

Looking back at the past two terms, I am extremely pleased and proud of what each Curro Aurora
member, teachers, learners and parents alike, achieved. We continued providing high quality teaching
and learning experiences throughout lockdown ten spite the numerous challenges. There were so many
uncertainties and obstacles but through teamwork, reflection, perseverance, patience and rigor we
were able to accomplish success in our approach.
Your respect, support, understanding, patience and friendly greeting in the mornings certainly made a
huge difference to each colleague of mine, including myself, during this trying time. I am blessed to be
part of such an amazing community.
My team of teachers is certainly a huge asset to our school, and I want to thank each one of them for
their commitment, hard work and dedication. CS Lewis quoted; “The task of the modern educator is
not to cut down jungles, but to irrigate deserts”.

It is wonderful to see that most of our learners returned to school and a sense of family, trust hope and
believe accompanied their return!
The pandemic continued to be extremely fluid and it is of utmost importance that we apply and adhere
to the SOP guidelines and regulations. The safety of our learners and staff remains the key priority in
everything that we do. With our learner attendance number increasing, please remember and respect
the fact that we are not able to accommodate all our learners back into class on full capacity. This is
due to our classroom sizes not allowing a social distance of 1.5m between learners when all are back in
class.
I look forward to an exciting and packed Term 4. Informed transitions are planned for the upcoming
term to assist learners with a smooth change into the 2021 academic year. Wishing you and your
children a wonderful, well-earned break and I look forward to welcoming you back to Curro Aurora
when our doors re-open for learning on Monday, 5 October 2020.
I leave you with the following words from our school song…

Upon our lives the sun is rising.
All that’s ahead leaves us aspiring
To reach higher heights, living unashamedly.
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REDUCE
The Grade 2s have been learning about Recycling. They visited the Recycling Plant at
school to see which items can be recycled.
Recycled materials were used to create their
own robots. The learners really enjoyed
making arts and crafts using waste material.
One of their favourites was this cute piggy
bank.

REUSE
RECYCLE

Bronwyn
Gardiner
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FOUNDATION
PHASE
ACTIVITIES

Bronwyn Gardiner
&
Julia Correia

BREAKTIMES
The Foundation phase received new lawn games to
play with during break time. Learners had fun playing
Jenga, Noughts and Crosses and Dominoes with their
friends.

SPRING DAY IN GRADE 3
The Grade 3s celebrated Spring Day by planting their own
seeds as part of Science. They will be keeping track of the
growth of their plants by measuring and documenting the
seedlings.

KNITTING
Grade 3 learners developed a further
skill, knitting, and created scarves and
hats. Very exciting!
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Bronwyn Gardiner
&
Julia Correia
GRADE 2 ROBOTICS
During Robotics this term
learners learnt how to
build and program their
very own flood gate.

FOUNDATION
PHASE
ACTIVITIES

GRADE 3 MATHEMATICS
Lockdown seemed to be no challenge
for our Grade 3 learners. We explored
all concept areas of Mathematics
through hands-on activities.
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ROBOTICS

MAKING JACK IN THE BOXES IN GRADE 1
Learners learnt all about “Jack in the box”. Where
it originated from and its significance in history.
What happens when the handle is cranked from
the wooden box? It plays a song, “Pop Goes the
Weasle” and all of a sudden, Jack is released.

Anni Rakgotho

GRADE 2 LEARNERS CREATING THEIR
OWN FLOODGATES
Learners explored various ways in
which precipitation can change over
seasons and how water can cause
damage if it not controlled by a
floodgate.

GRADE 3 EXPLORING HABITATS
Learners explored the different environments
around the globe and across the time. Grade 3
learners designed, created and presented an
animal or reptile during Robotics.
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Nelline Le Roux
&
Danielle Opperman

AFTERCARE
As we enter a new term, a reminder that the Aftercare program for
Grade 1 to 7 is fully operational. We sadly said goodbye to Teacher
Adelaide and wish her all the best in her future endeavors. This term
we will focus on valuable life skills such as planting and knitting. Our
nutritious meals are safely pre-packed. At Aftercare our top priority
is the safety of our learners. We do thorough screening before they
attend aftercare. At Curro Aurora Aftercare, we offer a variety of interactive, physical and cognitive activities to stimulate the mind and
body towards growth and sustainable development. We look forward to spending time with your children and getting to know them
better. We wish you a wonderful and safe Term 4!

SPRING DAY TAKKIE RUN 2020
On the 1st and 2nd of September 202,0 Curro
Aurora Primary School partnered with Hot FM
91.9 to run for charity on our Galaxy field.
Our learners donated 640 pairs of takkies
which was donated to various charities. Both
our staff and learners had a fulfilling day.
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CELEBRATING
DIVERSITY
Sarah Kabuya

Our learners got to show that diversity has no borders. During lockdown
our learners engaged in a range of
activities to celebrate African Day. In
preparation for Heritage Day, our
Grade 1 to 7 learners, educators and
support staff is participating in the
Jerusalema dance challenge!
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INTERMEDIATE
PHASE
LANGUAGE

Chantelle Spalding

ENGLISH IN THE INTERMEDIATE PHASE
What a whirlwind of a term it has been for us all – yet we have still managed to soldier on
and produce some outstanding work! I am exceptionally proud of all the learners, who
have shown great dedication and pride in all that they do. The English language is ranked
as one of the most difficult to learn and I am sure that many parents, having watched
online lessons can now agree with this fact! Our learners have been incredibly busy within
in all Grades, furthering their language skills, building on their comprehension skills and
wowing us with their incredible creative writing.

Our Grade 4’s have been thoroughly enjoying reading all about the terrible Miss Trunchbull
in their novel – ‘Matilda’. I am sure we can all agree, we are certainly glad to have Mr Maree as the head of our school! They have also focused on friendly letter writing and wrote
inspiring letters to a little girl with cancer in support of her courageous and brave effort to
persevere and remain strong.
Our Grade 5’s have worked tirelessly with figures of speech and have become familiar with
how often they are used within song lyrics. They have furthered this knowledge by incorporating figures of speech in their writing and WOW what amazing writing we received!
From though-provoking poems about being in Lockdown to imaginative myths and legends
about natural sites within our country. We even learnt how to write our own recipes for ice
-cream… YUM! Finally, we took some time to sit back and relax, as we travelled though the
wardrobe doors and into the world of Narnia, while reading the novel – ‘The Lion, the
Witch and the Wardrobe.’
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Chantelle Spalding

Our Grade 6’s have walked in the shoes of Anya, the
main character of their novel ‘Waiting for Anya’, where
they have become more familiar with the tragedies of
WW2. They were challenged in furthering their language
skills, focusing on various language skills, including parts of speech such as: pronouns, active and passive and various types of adverbs. They also continued to extend their
knowledge of figures of speech and were encouraged to make use of these within their
creative writing narrative essays.
Our Grade 7’s worked hard on creating a BLOG around the theme:
The internet, friend or foe? Learners were encouraged to keep a
record of their online activity for one week and then reflect upon
the amount of time spent online and whether this had a positive
or negative impact on them as individuals. From their records
they then wrote an article relaying the positive and negative impact of the internet. It was wonderful to read their findings and
see the level of maturity they have all reached during this difficult
time.
Overall, I am exceptionally proud of the Department and their
efforts to continue encouraging, motivating and supporting our learners. I cannot wait to
see further growth within the department and look forward to a positive term 4!
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INTERMEDIATE
PHASE
LANGUAGE
Nobuhle
Mshwane

ISIZULU IN THE INTERMEDIATE PHASE
“Umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu”, this phrase means a person is a person because of other
people. Indeed, it is true, we always need each other, and this pandemic revealed that in
every way possible. It has been a graceful term for the isiZulu department, with the new
normal that we had to adapt, our creativity had to be stretched and we realized a lot of
talent. New technological functions were incorporated, and we had fun in our lessons.
Learners got the opportunity to sing isiZulu songs, recite poems, read books, write and
present isiZulu fables. It was indeed a very interesting and mind-blowing term. We
would like to congratulate all our learners for making it through this term. Well done
Curro Aurora, we are proud of you! Siyabonga!
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GRADE 4 AFRIKAANS
The Grade 4 Afrikaans
learners thoroughly enjoyed this term’s prepared speech. They had
to debate whether they
classify themselves as a
bookworm or not. We established with clear certainty that Curro Aurora
learners are in love with
books and will read every free minute they
have on their hands.

AFRIKAANS

Eloise de
Beer

GRADE 5 AFRIKAANS
Our Grade 5 Afrikaans learners
had fun presenting their experiments
as we ended off our theme “Dinge wat kan verander”. Making use of new vocabulary learnt they
were able to present their experiments in Afrikaans.
We are very proud of this enthusiastic group of
learners.

GRADE 7 AFRIKAANS
The Grade 7 learners had the opportunity to share their individuality with each other, and all in Afrikaans! You never know
the real person (behind the mask), until you sit down and
have an in-depth discussion. Kom, vertel my meer van jouself!

AFRIKAANS FAL PUBLIC SPEAKERS
Congratulations to the following well versed Afrikaans FAL learners who participated in
various online speaking platforms during the Covid-19 lockdown period:
Grade 3: Amy Crous - Con Spirito: A++ and ATKV DigiPraat: A+
Grade 5: Ewan Liechti - Con Spirito: A++ and ATKV DigiPraat: A+
Grade 6: Karla Lotz - Con Spirito: A+++ and ATKV DigiPraat: A+
Page
Grade 7: Isabella Plange - Con Spirito: A++
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Curro Aurora is extremely proud of you! Welgedaan!

BONANGO
DAY
2020
Reneschke

Bonango Day ran over three days
Woodcock
this year from the 17th to 19th August for our Grade 7 learners. This
is part of the Economic Management Science syllabus. Learners
truly enjoyed the experience and
learnt more about entrepreneurship and what it is like to run your own business. The focus for this year
was that learners cannot expect everything to go as planned. You have to
sometimes take on the challenges and adapt during the process in order
to make a success when running your own business.

BODY
CONDITIONING

At Curro Aurora, we love to exercise and to keep our bodies
healthy, even during the lockdown pandemic. Learners demonstrated commitment to stay during these challenging times. We
are very excited about the installation of our new fitness equipment which has been placed all around the Galaxy field. We
will soon be using it during our conditioning lessons.

Jan van der
Merwe
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SCIENCE
&

Ashleigh Teubes
&
Edwin Astle

TECHNOLOGY

GRADE 6 AND 7 SCIENCE
Science in Term 3 was a term full of pushing the boundaries and
exploring! We had an ongoing Rubix Cube competition in Grade
6 that required some left and right-brain power. All of our practicals were virtual – meaning the practical was recorded by the
Science educators, and the students did the write up using their
devices. We got busy testing how much weight different shaped
structures can hold; and we tested and flew different shaped
kites. We looked at how different fruits and vegetables can generate electricity; and our Grade 7’s looked at kinetic and potential energy while playing with marbles.

GRADE 7 TECHNOLOGYOur Grade 7 learners did a PAT (Practical Assessment Task) on mechanisms this term.
They also had to apply their knowledge by
making use of the Technology Process. This
took seven weeks to complete. The highlight
was their presentations, demonstrating their
electromechanical devices. Well done Grade 7
for a great effort!
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IT/ROBOTICS
&
GEOGRAPHY

Peet Steyn

GRADE 5 GEOGRAPHY
This term the Grade 5s had to undertake interesting research
on the different elements of the weather. The information
was then used to put together a weather report video in
which the leaners were the presenters. The exciting aspect
was that the learners were able to tap into the
knowledge and skills that Mr JC Engelbrecht
possesses as a weather report presenter. He
was able to record a video of himself, giving
guidance on how to present a weather report
effectively. The learners produced stunning
weather report videos and the confidence they
showed was extraordinary.

GRADE 4 TO 6 IT and ROBOTICS
Here at Curro Aurora we do not let the Covid-19
virus spoil our fun. During the lockdown period
we continued with Robotics in class whilst
learners at home continued with coding online,
using a website called www.code.org. In class
learners from Grade 4 to 6 were given a challenge based on their coding ability (level) for
each grade. We look forward to term 4 for the
completion of the challenges.
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INTERMEDIATE
PHASE
MATHEMATICS

Qwanita Burger

GRADE 4 TO 7 MATHEMATICS
Whilst Covid19 was on the minds of
many people, teachers quickly had to
adapt and figured out how best assessments will be carried out during this time. This was
no challenge for the Intermediate Phase Mathematics Department, we had a clear vision
of what we wanted to achieve.
Grade 4 learners enjoyed their MS Forms revision activities at the end of each week and
could not wait for their knowledge to be tested. Grade 5 learners carried out an interesting Data Handling project where they had to measure the distance a marble travels when released from
different heights and angles. Grade 6 learners completed an investigation where they had to calculate the perimeter of different types of swimming pools. They are
now able to provide us with tips when tiling the perimeter of a swimming pool. Grade 7 learners learnt how
perimeter, area, surface area and volume are all related. They also learnt the different variables in Mathematics and can calculate the value of X.
Next term we are planning to complete more fun activities
for all our learners. How does a virtual Escape room sound,
using your Mathematics knowledge and skills? Our department is bringing the fun element back into Mathematics.
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CULTURE IN THE
PRIMARY
SCHOOL
Dane Gabin

The Culture department did not slow down during lockdown! We took our talents to
camera and managed to virtually express our vocals, reading, writing, moves, photography, arts, crafts, instrumental and acting skills.
Thank you so much to all the learners for sharing their ever-growing talents virtually with
CAS 2020. Your dedication to this project is deeply appreciated and, despite the challenges we faced, we are so impressed by the enthusiasm of teachers and learners alike.
Congratulations to the below mentioned learners for their outstanding CAS achievements, we are very proud of you all.

Ranking order:
•
•
•
•
•

Kryptonite
Black Raven
Silver Surfer
Bronze Tiger
Participation
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CURRO CREATE
ACT IT
Dane Gabin

Vuyo Ethan Moyo
Mia-Karma van Achterbergh
Shrivaya Subban
Christiaan Hattingh
Jenna Barends
Mackenzie Callan
Snakekelwe Zwane
Amy Fisher
Riley Mitchell
Camryn Schiebe
Isabella Plange
Eli Wilkerson
Pabala Seooe
Riley Mitchell
Riley Mitchell
Karla Lotz
Lesego Maphoto
Apolline Malherbe

5NM
6AT
5NM
7IN
7QB
6LG
7QB
5PS
4EB
6DE
7CH
7TE
7CH
4EB
4EB
6LH
4SK
7QB

Participation
Participation
Participation
Bronze Tiger
Bronze Tiger
Bronze Tiger
Bronze Tiger
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Black Raven
Black Raven
Black Raven
Kryptonite
Kryptonite

Up to 64.9%
Up to 64.9%
Up to 64.9%
65 - 74.9%
65 - 74.9%
65 - 74.9%
65 - 74.9%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
85 - 94.9%
85 - 94.9%
85 - 94.9%
95 - 100%
95 - 100%
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CURRO CREATE
MOVE IT
Dane Gabin

Cailin Vlotman

7RW

Bronze Tiger

65 - 74.9%

Tyler Rypstra

7EA

Bronze Tiger

65 - 74.9%

Nomthandazo Nyani

5NB

Silver Surfer

75 - 84.5%

Kaylyn Webb

5PM

Silver Surfer

75 - 84.5%

Mukhethwa Muthaphuli

6AL

Silver Surfer

75 - 84.5%

Thabo Kwinana

7RW

Silver Surfer

75 - 84.5%

Cassidy Steenveld

7QB

Silver Surfer

75 - 84.5%

Nikhil Stephen

7DE

Silver Surfer

75 - 84.5%

Shrivaya Subban

5IA

Black Raven

85 - 94.9%

Mackenzie Callan

6LG

Black Raven

85 - 94.9%

Kalinda Harmse

7CH

Black Raven

85 - 94.9%

Kalinda Harmse

7CH

Black Raven

85 - 94.9%

Kalinda Harmse

7CH

Kryptonite

95 - 100%

Kalinda Harmse

7CH

Kryptonite

95 - 100%
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CURRO CREATE
READ IT
Dane Gabin

Sisanda Mbebe
Hayley English
Kamil Cassim
Anelisa Miso
Bastian Bischoff
Daniel Buckle
Daniela Gordon
Isabella Plange
Jorga Hugo
Kaitlyn Cook
Kaitlyn van de Vyver
Kristin Woodcock (English)
Quinn Phillips
Shahir Lankesar
Yara Nannoolal
Kristin Woodcock (Afrikaans)
Karla Lotz
Lesego Maphoto
Mia-Karma van Achtenberg
Mikayla Smit

5NM
5PS
7RW
5LB
4SK
6AT
7DE
7RW
4JM
6LG
5PS
5IA
4JM
4EB
4EB
5IA
6LH
4SK
6AT
6AL

Participation
Bronze Tiger
Bronze Tiger
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Black Raven
Black Raven
Black Raven
Black Raven

Up to 64.9%
65 - 74.9%
65 - 74.9%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
76 - 84.5%
85 - 94.9%
85 - 94.9%
85 - 94.9%
85 - 94.9%
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CURRO CREATE
MAKE IT
Dane Gabin

Cailin Vlotman
Mukhetwa Muthaphuli
Tanaka Muchichwa
Karla Lotz
Liam du Plessis
Liya Naidoo
Nokwanda Buthelezi
Pabala Seooe
Sarah Johns
Sean Labuschagne
Waylan Weier
Claire Steffano
Julia Mills
Kaitlyn Cook
Tsvetelina Kalvacheva (painting)
Rhys Martin

7RW
6AL
7EA
6LH
5PM
6HP
6HP
7CH
6LH
7RW
6DE
6AT
7RW
6LG
6DE
4EB

Participation
Participation
Participation
Bronze Tiger
Bronze Tiger
Bronze Tiger
Bronze Tiger
Bronze Tiger
Bronze Tiger
Bronze Tiger
Bronze Tiger
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Black Raven

Up to 64.9%
Up to 64.9%
Up to 64.9%
65 - 74.9%
65 - 74.9%
65 - 74.9%
65 - 74.9%
65 - 74.9%
65 - 74.9%
65 - 74.9%
65 - 74.9%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
85 - 94.9%
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CURRO CREATE
SING IT
Dane Gabin

Daniel Buckle
Shrivaya Subban
Kristin Woodcock
Shiloh Pieters
Shannon Matthews
Snakekelwe Zwane
Lesego Maphoto
Mia-Karma van Achterbergh
Pabala Seooe
Christiaan Hattingh
Quinn Phillips
Karla Lotz

6AT
5IA
5IA
6DE
7CH
7QB
4SK
6AT
7CH
7IN
5JM
6LH

Bronze Tiger
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Black Raven
Black Raven
Black Raven
Black Raven
Kryptonite
Kryptonite

65 - 74.9%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
85 - 94.9%
85 - 94.9%
85 - 94.9%
85 - 94.9%
95 - 100%
95 - 100%
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PLAY IT

CURRO CREATE SHOOT IT
WRITE IT
Dane Gabin

Write It
Isabella Plange
Mia-Karma van Achterbergh
Larissa Buckley

7CH
6AT
7EA

Bronze Tiger
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer

65 - 74.9%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%

Participation
Black Raven

Up to 64.9%
85 - 94.9%

Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Silver Surfer
Black Raven

75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
75 - 84.5%
85 - 94.9%

Shoot it
Daniel Assad
Kayla-lee de Vos

5PS
7TE

Play it
Karla Lotz
Jordan Cook
Ryan Diamond
Kiasha Govender
Ruohan He
Tsvetelina Kalvacheva (sculpture)

6LH
6LG
7DE
7RW
7DE
6DE
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Curro Aurora is hosting the Inter-Curro Virtual Golf
Challenge currently taking place until Sunday, 27 September 2020. The purpose of this challenge provides
an opportunity for Curro golfers to participate with,
and compete against, the boys and girls from the other
schools in the Curro family. Participants play three
rounds on any course of their choice and submit their
points scored as individuals and/or as part
of the team.
After the first round, our Primary School
team (Jayden, Casey, Kaitlyn and Daniel) is
leading by 3 points with a score of 182.
Jayden Hoskins (IP) is leading the Grade 4 –
7 division by far and Matthew Buckle (FP)
is leading the Grade 1 – 3 division. Well
done Jayden and Matthew!

INTER-CURRO
VIRTUAL GOLF
CHALLENGE

Melissa Parr

The Golf photo
was taken in
February 2020.

Good luck for round 2 and 3 golfers!

The Foundation Phase learners had loads of fun during their PE
lessons this term. They completed fun activities like froggie
jumps, jumping jacks, mountain climbers, the crab walk, and
the bear walk. Many other activities were done to improve
learners co-ordination, strength and flexibility. Fun games
were played towards the end of each lesson. The line game
and animal game were the most popular games played.
Melissa Parr

FOUNDATION
PHASE
PE
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We are proud to have had so many learners
participating in the 1st ever Minecraft eSports League. The tournament took place during
the last week of Term 2. From the start Curro Aurora showed competent quality in the virtual
playing field with most teams winning their 1st
match. During the rest of the pool stages, our
teams remained positive in spite of the amount
of connection issues faced. Well done to the
Creeper Chargers who ended up having to play 3
games in a row. On Saturday, 11 July 2020 we witnessed
the Minecraft Curro Clash Final.
Two of our teams made it to the final
Albertus
and battled it out; Ender Knights and GalLiebenberg
axy Miners. Both teams demonstrated
great sportsmanship and teamwork. Ender
Knights was crowned as champions! We are
waiting in suspense to see what builds our teams will design in the
next round of Curro Clash starting in August. The table below is
testimony to the popularity of this new and exciting initiative.
Please contact Mr Liebenberg should you require further information (bertus.l@curro.co.za).

MINECRAFT
CURRO
CLASH

Grade 3 Learners:

Grade 5 Learners:

Ryan Schreuder (Creeper Chargers)
Matthew Buckle (Creeper Chargers)
Dylan Cook (Creeper Chargers)
Luke Gibbons (Diamond Destroyers)
Luke Wilson (Diamond Destroyers)
Zaydaan Akoojee (Diamond Destroyers)

Ewan Liechti (The order of the stone)
Julian Benbow-Hebbert (The order of the stone)
Samuel Kuzmanich (The order of the stone)
Dylan Mitchell (Creeper Chargers)
Logan Wallace (Creeper Chargers)
Sage Barnett (Creeper Chargers)
Kaitlyn vd Vyver (Creeper Chargers)
Watida Machakaire (Creeper Chargers)
Daniel de Villiers (Diamond Destroyers)

Grade 6 Learners:

Grade 7 Learners:

Tylan Chetty (Ender Knights)
Jaetan Moodley (Ender Knights)
Alexander Buckle (Galaxy Miners)
Wakhelwe Mkhatshwa (Galaxy Miners)
Cohen Sewnarian (Galaxy Miners)
Mukhethwa Muthaphuli (Galaxy Miners)
Carter Theron (Galaxy Miners)
Kaylin Rohlandt (Galaxy Miners)
Daniel Buckle (Galaxy Miners)
Justin Kalunga (Galaxy Miners)
Jordan Cook (Galaxy Miners)
Gregory Crompton (Galaxy Miners)

Christiaan Hattingh (Ender Knights)
Kyle Cupido (Ender Knights)
Jaimee Stroud (Ender Knights)
Milan Ievers (Ender Knights)
Paige Stroud (Ender Knights)
Connor T Mitchell (Ender Knights)
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Curro Aurora has done it again! What a brilliant effort by all
learners, families and staff, putting together over 900 Jars
of Hope that will be distributed by Hot Cares 91.9FM. Hot
Cares is the Hot 91.9fm community upliftment initiative
that strives towards making a meaningful difference in
the lives of those around us. Since 2015, Hot 91.9fm has
provided much-needed assistance to those in need
within our community. Beneficiaries have ranged
from the development of crèche’s in informal settlements, previously disadvantaged entrepreneurs,
Trusha Moodley
NPO’s needing guidance, resources and awareness
of their programs, medical assistance, educational
bursaries and individual assistance to those who need
little bit of hope and a helping hand at a particularly difficult
time in their life. Thank you for your wonderful contribution!

JARS OF HOPE
2020
(Madiba Day)
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